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President’s Report
Thanksgiving Day is fast approaching and I know everyone is looking forward to spending time with family
and friends. I know Alice and I are certainly anxious awaiting the holiday break. I have always thought of the
Thanksgiving Holiday as a peaceful, restful, fun time spent with family. As the Holiday approaches, I began to
wonder how the Corps of Discovery spent their Thanksgiving Days. The Thanksgiving celebration dates back to the
well-known stories of the Harvest celebrations of the earliest colonial settlers and the Native Americans along the
East Coast. However, Thanksgiving was not recognized as an official holiday until President Lincoln’s proclamation
in 1863. So, I looked up the fourth Thursday of November of each year of the expedition to see where the Corps
were and what they were doing.
November 24, 1803 finds the Corps struggling up the Mississippi River above Cape Girardeau with Lewis
writing extensively on the geology of the area.
November 22, 1804 finds the Corps at Fort Mandan and Clark writes a factual but absolutely hilarious
account of the interactions of Sgt. Ordway, an Indian, and the Indian’s wife.
November 28, 1805 finds
the Corps in deep misery on the south shore of the Columbia River near Astoria with clothing, supplies and
everything soaking wet and held hostage by severe wind, penetrating rain, and rough seas pounding them.
There was no mention of any celebration of Thanksgiving, or the Harvest Festival, by the Corps on these
incredibly tough days.
I have penned some articles about some L&C related activities for the OTO this issue. I hope you enjoy them.
I want to encourage all Chapter members to consider writing an article for the OTO about your L&C experiences,
travels, books and adventures. This is a great way to share your experiences with the Chapter members, to give
variety to the OTO and to make the Newsletter your Newsletter. Give it a try.
I want to remind Chapter members that election of officers for year 2021 (October 1, 2020 to September 30,
2021) will be held at the spring Chapter Meeting. If you are willing to serve the Chapter as an officer, please send an
email response to me (afccecrase@roadrunner.com) or to Richard Hennings (richardhennings@sbcglobal.net). It
would really help the Chapter immensely if more members would actively participate in Chapter affairs.
I am pleased to announce to the membership that the reprint copies of the Eastern Legacy Edition of WPO
have arrived. All 37 pounds of them, Ouch! The Chapter now needs to decide exactly how best to use these as a

recruiting tool, an advertising agent, a means to help orient new members, and to help further expand on the Lewis
and Clark Story and the Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail.
I do think that this past Chapter year was very successful and productive. There was a lot of work and
volunteer hours by the Chapter membership for the ORC, the LCTHF and the LCNHT. There was significant
progress made in strengthening the Chapter’s Signature Event, “The Handshake”, and to make it an annual event.
The BSA Patch Program is being restructured and will be in a universally useable format available to all scouts and
to all chapters. Many Chapter members were instrumental in the passage of the Eastern Legacy Extension
Legislation by the Senate on February 12, 2019 and the subsequent signage into law by the President on March 12,
2019. Chapter members were also involved with the Uniform Signage Program, the Wellness Program and the
Feed-A-Bison project. We need to continue this work, these projects, and our dedication to the ORC, the LCTHF and
the LCNHT.
I will be looking forward to seeing everyone at the Spring meeting.
Submitted by Chuck Crase, President-ORC

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Vice-President’s Report
Lewis and Clark-the Handshake
October 5th & 6th, 2019
The second annual “Handshake event” was successfully held the Falls of the Ohio Interpretive Center. Due
to ongoing construction near the Clark Cabin site, the event was once again held on the Interpretive Center grounds.
Mother Nature provided everyone with near perfect weather conditions.
Dr. Claudia Crump, of the Center for Cultural Resources IUS, set up a outstanding display in the lobby of the
Center. Once inside the Center, the public was invited to travel to the various stations where they were told the story
pf Lewis and Clark. Dr. David Bell also had his fine 18th and 19th century medical exhibit on display.
Out on the grounds, visitors were given the opportunity to try their hand at throwing the knife and tomahawk,
always a favorite. Further exploration led the curious traveler to local blacksmith, Mick Cain. A short stroll later,
Kelly Lewis had a display of items from the mighty beast of the plains, the buffalo, including a large buffalo robe
which the public could try on. .
The Clarksville Historical Society had a nice presentation about the local history of the Clarksville area. Alice
Crase set up a area where children could try their hand at games from the past. Chuck Craze was kept busy at the
ORC table talking about the ORC’s involvement in telling the Lewis and Clark story. Jerry and Janice Wilson also
helped with the ORC setup.
Richard and Sandy Hennings set out their display of the mathematical instruments, representing those that
would have been used on the Expedition. Some from the time period, others are quality reproductions. They also
set out their display of food items that were either taken on the journey, gathered or purchased.
Clarksville resident, Joe Burch demonstrated the art of weaving on a wooden loom. ORC member, Rose
Stoller, brought her spinning wheel and historical fabrics for show and tell. New ORC member, Bruce Wilson, an 18th
century trader, had many items for the public to handle and purchase.
York, as portrayed by ORC member Hasan Davis, was on hand to tell the story of one of the Expedition’s
most interesting members, and Skip Jackson, ORC Treasurer, entertained all with his many stories of the famed
leader.
During Saturday night’s business meeting, the ORC presented Phyllis Yeager with a certificate of
appreciation for her undying efforts to help bring the Eastern Trail to national recognition and cementing the
complete story of the Lewis and Clark Expedition.
The annual “Handshake” event is set for October 3rd & 4th, 2020 at the Falls of the Ohio Interpretive Center.
Hope to see you there.
Submitted bt Sandy Hennings, ORC Vice-President and Handshake Chairperson.

Phyllis Yeager reciving appreciation certificate from Sandy Hennings

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Secretay’s Report
Minutes-ORC
Saturday, October 5th, 2019
Falls of the Ohio state Park
Clarksville, Indiana
.
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Chuck Crase, President - Sandy Hennings, Vice President - Richard Hennings, Communications Officer
Skip Jackson, Treasurer - Alice Crase, Secretary - Jerry Wilson - Janice Wilson - Rose Stoller - Jan Huff
Phyllis Yeager - Eric Huber - Steve Driver - Charles Humphrey
Members Present at Handshake, but not Business Meeting:
Jim Keith - Hasan Davis
New Members joining at Handshake:
Bruce Wilson - Steve Driver - Charles Humphrey - Kelly Lewis
CALL TO ORDER:
Chuck Crase, President, called the meeting to order at 4:55 PM.
OPENING CEREMONY:
Pledge of Allegiance led by Skip Jackson.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
There being no additions or corrections to the minutes of the previous meeting of Saturday, August 3, 2019, Marietta,
OH, the minutes were filed.
REPORTS OF OFFICERS:
President;
Volunteer Hours: Chuck pointed out that VH for the LCNHT were due October 15, 2019. He pointed out that
guidelines for VHs were printed on the back of the agenda sheet. These were reviewed and all members were
encouraged to get in their hours in a timely manner.
Medallions: The following pins were passes out to appropriate members,
Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail Volunteer 2016 Pin
Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail Volunteer 2018 Pin
National Trails System 50th Year Volunteer Commemorative Medallion
Chapter Insurance; Chuck indicated that he was not able to attend the LCTHF Annual Meeting in St Louis
and had no new information on the insurance issue. Jerry Wilson, LCTHF Board Member, indicated that the
insurance issue was an ongoing problem and has not been resolved.
BSA Patch Program: Chuck introduced Steve Driver, a new ORC member and Scoutmaster of Troop 1 in
Jeffersonville, IN. Troop 1 was established in 1911 and is sponsored by the Wall Street United Methodist Church.
Troop 1 has provided concessions at the Handshake Event for the past 2 years.
Steve has been associated with Scouting for over 40 years. Steve has agreed to manage the ORC BSA
Patch Program and certainly his interest and experience in Scouting and the Lewis and Clark Story make him well
suited for this program. Steve gave a presentation explaining his concept of how the Patch Program should function.
He indicated that he had reviewed the ORC BSA Patch requirements. He thought they were adequate from the
Lewis and Clark perspective but did not fulfill BSA guidelines. He indicated that the requirements and guidelines
need to be rewritten to meet both BSA and L&C objectives. He also indicated that the new guidelines should be
universally available to scouts anywhere. Steve then reviewed the concept of the “Program Feature” available to all
scouts. This Program Feature would outline both the BSA and L&C requirements for the Patch Program. It would be
universal and could be adapted to any location or scouting group in the country. He then gave a specific example
that he had developed for his troop, “Program Feature: Radio”. This was a ham radio program for interested scouts.
An interesting and engaging discussion by the ORC Members followed. Steve indicated that a Memorandum
of Understanding between the BSA and LCTHF would be helpful and necessary. Phyllis Yeager indicated that a
MOU was completed a few years ago and she would check her files for a copy. Steve further indicated that he would
need resource people from the L&C world. Several people were mentioned for consideration. The membership
agreed that proceeding with “Program Feature: Lewis and Clark” is the proper approach.
Sandy Hennings then made a motion to revamp the ORC BSA Patch Program. Jerry Wilson seconded the
motion. Motion passed unanimously.

Chuck then congratulated Steve and appointed him the new Chairman of the ORC BSA Patch Program.
Steve did indicate that he was not as familiar with the American Heritage Girls program but knew leaders who
he could contact to help with the development of an ORC AHG Patch Program.

Vice President:
Sandy presented an award on behalf of the Chapter to Phyllis Yeager. The award read as follows; “Phyllis
Yeager, In appreciation, from the Ohio River Chapter of the Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation for her years
of dedication to keeping the Lewis and Clark story alive.”
Sandy stated that the Handshake would be the first weekend in October 2020. She asked for suggestions for
other meetings.
Treasurer:
Skip Jackson presented the following;
Chapter members: 31
New members: 4
The financial report was received, reviewed, accepted, and filed.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES:
LCTHF Wellness Challenge; Janice Wilson reported;
Sold 50 Year Patch at Annual Meeting as a fundraiser.
New year started September 1 with 12 teams.
L&C EL Uniform Sign System; no report

NEW BUSINESS
Phyllis suggested the Chapter buy extra copies of the Eastern Legacy Issue of WPO to use for advertising,
new member incentive, donation to select tourism sites, and L&C sites. She indicated that several local groups were
buying extra copies. She suggested 20 copies. Skip Jackson made a motion to spend up to $300.00 on extra copies
of this issue of WPO (August 2019, Vol 45 No 3). Sandy Hennings seconded the motion. Motion passed.
Jerry Wilson stated that we are in the second year of the Bison Adoption Program at Big Bone Lick. He
mentioned that the first Saturday in November is National Bison Day.

Janice Wilson stated that the Chapter should acknowledge the Eastern Legacy Committee members
comprised of Mike Loesch, Phyllis Yeager, Page Cruz and Jerry Wilson. Phyllis Yeager stated that the committee
members were recognized at the Annual Meeting in St Louis and were presented with plaques acknowledging their
contribution and work. The ORC also appreciates their contribution to the Eastern Legacy Extension.
ANNOUNCEMENTS: none
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 6:15PM.
Alice Crase, Secretary
October 31, 2019
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
From the Journals

From “the Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition,” University of Nebraska Press

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FROM THE MEMBERSHIP
Walking the Lewis and Clark Trail

Report on the portion of the annual Handshake Event conducted by the Center for Cultural
Resources/Indiana University Southeast (CCR/IUS), October 5 & 6, 2019 at the Falls of the Ohio Interpretive Center,
Clarksville, Indiana.
Title: Annual L & C Handshake Event- “Walking the Lewis and Clark Trail,” including both the Western and Eastern
Heritage Trails with emphasis on the newly founded Eastern Trail.
Program Locations: The interior program sponsored by the CCR Board of Directors and collaborators was
conducted in the large entry hall of the falls Interpretive Center and an adjoining classroom. Other programs on the
exterior grounds were sponsored by community organizations and hired personal under the direction of Sandy
Hennings.
Description: In the large entry rotunda of the Falls Center, welcoming and registration activities (over 100
participants) were hosted by Indiana L & C Commission volunteers (Jim Keith and Phyllis Yeager,) IUS School of
Education faculty and students and community volunteers from RSVP (Retired and Senior Volunteer Project.) each
visitor was provided with a packet containing L & C information and a string for creating a necklace with blue beads
earned at each of the twelve historical markers on stands describing major trail events and starred maps of routings
and expedition challenges, each augmented by informative binders of biographies, definitions and photographs. The
significance of the blue beads was President Jefferson’s gift to the Native Americans met on the trail, was explained
to each guest. The popularity of the activity was evident in requiring additional blue bead supplies to be secured for
the second day.
The highlight exhibit in the rotunda was Dr. David Bell, retired pharmacist and New Albany Rotary volunteer,
as a stand-in for Dr. Benjamin Rush explaining his period display of medicines and instruments. Human-size cutout
figures of President Jefferson, Meriwether Lewis, Seaman and William Clark also placed along the trail, provided
motivation for photos and time for hosts to discuss the expedition at more length.
In the adjoining classroom, members of the CCR Board of Directors conducted two action-oriented stations,
each with specific L & C objectives and content-A family history/geography simulation based on the Clark family’s
journey via covered wagon and flatboat from Virginia to their new Mulberry Hill home in Kentucky prepared by older
brother George Rogers Clark. The second activity staged on a 10X10 foot canvass floor map of Clark County (IN)
involved a search for local places named for the Clark’s Expedition members and other well-known leaders from the
Falls area.
As part of the regular center program, the new Lewis and Clark film was shown with focus on the Nine Young
Men and York forming the core of the Corps of the Lewis and Clark Expedition.
Submitted by Dr. Claudia Crump, Professor Emeritus and founding Co-Founder of the CCRI.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ohio River Chapter Celebrates National Bison Day
.
Since 2016 the United States has celebrated National Bison Day on the first Saturday in November. The
American Bison is the National Mammal of the United States, and we all realize its historical importance especially
for the tribes both east and west of the Mississippi River and for the Corps of Discovery.
National Bison Day was celebrated on Saturday, November 2, 2019 at Big Bone Lick State Historic Site in
Union, Kentucky. As of March 12, 2019 Big Bone Lick is officially on the Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail. The
LCTHF's Ohio River Chapter culminated the day's activities by presenting
the park with a check to cover one year's feed and vet care for one bison
from their herd. We call this our Adopt-A-Bison program, Thanks to the
chapter for the donation.
We learned that the park is hoping to expand the program and as
of Monday, November 4, 2019 a local elementary school was to adopt
their own Big Bone Lick bison.
Attached is a photo of Ohio River Chapter Adopt-A-Bison
coordinator Jerry Wilson and Big Bone Lick State Historic Site bison
coordinator Paul Simpson.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ohio River Chapter Members Receive National Award

Four members of the Ohio River Chapter; Paige Cruz (West Virginia) Mike Loesch (Ohio), Jerry Wilson
(Indiana) and Phyllis Yeager (Indiana) along with Lou Ritten (Illinois) and Philippa Newfield (California) were honored
at the recent Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation Annual Meeting in St. Louis, Missouri. Paige, Mike, Jerry
and Phyllis comprise the LCTHF Eastern Legacy committee and Lou and Philippa are ex-offico members of the
committee.
The committee was honored for their tremendous efforts convincing the U.S. government to extend the Lewis
and Clark National Historic Trail, now starting in Pittsburgh, down the Ohio River to the confluence with the
Mississippi River, then up the Mississippi to Camp DuBois. The bill was signed by President Trump on March 12,
2019 with the official media day on May 13, 2019. Committee chair Paige made it a point to thank all who contacted
their legislators via email, telephone, or in person to vote favorably for the extension. Thanks was also given to
former LCTHF executive dictator Lindy Hatcher for her vital role in the procedure. THE OHIO RIVER IS NOW
OFFICIALLY ON THE TRAIL!
ORC members: look for more chapter, and national, activities
along or near the newly extended trail. If you have any ideas for
meetings, activities or events contact chapter program chair Sandy
Hennings. Now may be the time to recruit new members. If you
know of a prospect contact our treasurer (membership) Skip
Jackson.
In the attached photo are:
Front: Phyllis Yeager, Paige Cruz, Philippa Newfield
Back: Lou Ritten, Mike Loesch, Jerry Wilson
Submitted by Janice Wilson
Photo by Janice Wilson

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
DOWN THE OHIO
Our Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail now begins in Pittsburgh, PA and extends the continent ending in
Astoria, Oregon. Much is to be studied and learned about the pre expedition and some post expedition of
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark and related events. I will begin this series of short articles with the departure
from Pittsburgh and Down The Ohio from the Golden Triangle. I invite others to write, as well.
The attached sign, recently placed in August of 2019, is located on Mt. Washington overlooking the Ohio
River. Upriver from the sign is the location of the Allegheny River and Monongahela River confluence forming the
Ohio River. Downriver is Brunot(s) Island. As you can read from the sign, the island was the first stop for Lewis as
his crew and he traveled west.
Knowing about Brunots Island can lead you to study and learn more. For instance, on the island is where the
nearly tragic incident with the air gun took place which can lead to the study of the Lewis air gun. Thomas Rodney
described the air gun in his journal down the Ohio River. Learn more about Rodney who became a respected judge
in the Mississippi Territory. Blais(z)e Cenas was the person on the island that Lewis mentioned as firing the air gun
that lead to the nearly tragic event. Learn more about Cenas who became a respected post master in New Orleans.

For the next edition of this newsletter, I plan to write more about
Down The Ohio.
Submitted by Jerry Wilson
Photo by Janice Wilson

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Cumberland Gap

Alice and I recently had an opportunity to revisit the Cumberland Gap, a genuine Lewis and Clark site. The
Gap in Cumberland Mountain is best seen from the southeast approach as clearly shown in the photo above. The
mountain chain provides a formidable barrier both north and south from this gap. This gap in the Cumberland
Mountains allowed for passage initially of foot traffic and later wagon traffic for the early settlement of Kentucky and
subsequently the migration of scores of settlers heading westward.
Meriwether Lewis, William Clark and their parties traveled through the Cumberland Gap on the return journey
on their way to Washington DC to report to President Jefferson. They also used this route in subsequent overland
travels east and west in the post expeditionary years. Lewis additionally surveyed the boundary between Virginia and
North Carolina and Kentucky and Tennessee on November 23, 1806 at the request of Col. Arthur Campbell. This

survey was in reference to a long-standing dispute about the accuracy of previous surveys and the location of the
boundary lines of the adjacent states. This story is well documented in an excellent research paper by Lorna
Hainesworth entitled “Meriwether Lewis’s Survey at Cumberland Gap”. You can google this title and read about it or
go to You-Tube for Lorna’s oral presentation and she will tell you all about the survey.
There was a LCTHF Regional Meeting at Cumberland Gap in November 2010 organized by Lorna. A
Surveyors Monument Marker and descriptive signage was installed and dedicated in the parking area along the
approach road to the Wilderness Road Campground commemorating Lewis’s surveying at the Gap. Alice and I
revisited this site and are pleased to say the marker and signage are intact and well maintained. We also visited the
Daniel Boone Parking area and Interpretive Displays at the south side of the Gap. We were very pleased that this
important L&C site is well maintained, is clear and descriptive, and is readily accessible to the public.

These photos are from the Daniel Boone Trail Interpretive Display. This park is really first class, with beautiful
scenery in all directions, and 360 views of three states from the Pinnacle atop Cumberland Mountain. It is well worth
a detour off the interstate. The Highway 25 roadbed over the Gap has been removed and the original Boone’s Trail
restored. You can now walk over the Cumberland Gap in the footsteps of Daniel Boone, Meriwether Lewis, William
Clark, and all the other settlers who struggled over the gap in a time long gone by.
Submitted by Chuck Crase, ORC President

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The York Fund
At the “Handshake event” this past October, ORC member Hasan Davis donated three of his fine books titled
“the Journey of York” to the Chapter, the proceeds from the sale of these three books to be donated to the Chapter.
With Hasan having such an interest in America’s youth, it was decided that instead of the monies going to the
general fund, we would, instead, start a “York Fund.” The “fund” would be used to sponsor a school class to a
museum, or a re-enactment.
While the sale of these books will not cover the cost of such an adventure, with your help we can accomplish
this goal. Your help comes in the way of a donation to the fund. So, if you should happen to find a couple of dollars
hidden in the sofa, send them to Skip, and mention the “York Fund.”
At of this writing, one book has been sold, and $20.00 has been donated to the “fund.” by the Hennings.
Thanks in advance for your support of this worthwhile project.
Thanks also to Hasan for his most generous gift to the Chapter.
Rich
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Afloat on the Ohio-A Book Review
Reuben Gold Thwaites-Author
Submitted by Chuck Crase
As the official signing of the legislation extending the LCNHT along the water route from Fort River Dubois to
Pittsburg drew near, I became interested in the river mileage along each state bordering the extended trail. Those
states would be Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Kentucky. Through a google search I came
across a book, “Afloat on the Ohio” by Reuben Gold Thwaites. I was fascinated that Thwaites, editor of the 1904
edition of the Journals of Lewis and Clark, actually took a trip down the Ohio River in a skiff in 1897. He indicated
that his objective of this outing was “to gather local color for work in Western history”. He was accompanied by his

wife, his son and a friend referred to as the Doctor. They oared all the way from Redstone (now Brownsville, PA) to
Cairo, IL, camping on river banks and buying food and supplies from local residents and an occasional general store.
I thought it would be a fascinating and interesting read, so I ordered the book. I was not disappointed.
Thwaites gives a running summary of the history of each section of the Monongahela River then the Ohio
River and the local communities they pass as they float along. Some of his historical descriptions go back hundreds
of years and include French, Spanish and British influences over the time spans. He also discusses the westward
settlement of the Ohio River Valley while pointing out sites, monuments, events, people, river traffic, houseboat life,
steamboat traffic, conflicts, wars, and natural history that molded the Valley and the communities. This excursion
was in a time frame of exploding industrialization and mechanization of America and he points out many vivid
examples as they journey along the River.
I thought the book gave a good description of life and times along the Ohio River Valley. Thwaites’ writing
made you feel as if you were along on the trip. The river and the landscape had changed dramatically from the 18031806 Lewis and Clark Expedition and he continuously points out examples. He specifically discusses several L&C
sites that ORC members have toured, including Marietta, Moundsville, Wheeling, Maysville, Cincinnati, Louisville,
West Point, Fort Massac and Cairo.
Thwaites records river mileage from Pittsburg (Mile Marker 0) to Cairo, IL (Mile Marker 967) for many
locations along the Ohio River. The mileage markers were taken from a Corps of Engineers Ohio River map from
1881. Using the 1881 Map’s mile marker numbers quoted by Thwaites, I calculated the river miles of each state
bordering the Ohio River which is the same as the Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail mileage for each state. The
boundary lines and mile markers (MM) for the six states along the LCNHT-EL are as follows: Pittsburg MM-0, the
Pennsylvania-Ohio boundary line is Smith’s Ferry at MM-40, the Ohio-Indiana boundary line is the Big Miami River
(MM-487), the Indiana-Illinois boundary line is the Wabash River (MM-838), the Pennsylvania-West Virginia
boundary line is Smith’s Ferry (MM-40), the West Virginia-Kentucky boundary line is the Big Sandy River (MM-315),
and the western boundary line for Kentucky is the Mississippi River at Cairo (MM-967).
Using the 1881 Map numbers, the mileage for each state is:
Pennsylvanis-40
Ohio-487
Indiana-351
Illinois-129
West Virgina-275
Kentucky-652
Illinois and Missouri each have about 233 Mississippi River miles of the LCNHT-EL Extension. Missouri has no Ohio
River LCNHT-EL miles. I consider all of these numbers approximations since the river mileage of communities and
tributary rivers and creeks varies from the mid-channel mileage, Cairo is about 2 miles from the Mississippi River,
and the 1881 River Map is 138 years old.

This is a fun and interesting read. The book pieces together a lot of the history of the Ohio River Valley along
the Eastern Extension of the Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail. It makes it easy to envision the changes in the
Ohio River and its environs from 1803 to the 1890’s. I encourage everyone to read this book. You will not be
disappointed.
Thwaites, Reuben Gold. Afloat on the Ohio, Chicago: Way and Williams, 1897. Reprint, Carbondale,
Southern Illinois University Press, 1999.

Submitted by Chuck Crase, President-ORC
Far Left; Davis Lock and Dam, 1877, Pittsburg.
Left; Ohio River at Pittsburg before
dams.
Photos from:
Sanders, Capt. Don, “The River: From the Ice Age to Locks and
Dams on the Ohio River, as Told Aboard BB Riverboat Belle,”
Northern Kentucky Tribune, accessed November 21, 2019,
www.nkytribune.com.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY PAID YOUR DUES FOR THE NEW YEAR, PLEASE DO SO SOON.
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